User Manual

We are glad to introduce our innovative platform for Binary Options Trading.
Our team has done everything possible to provide our clients with the best
trading experience on ﬁnancial markets. AYREX platform is easy to use and
convenient for both professional traders and novices. Our clients can be sure
that their personal data and funds are perfectly secure with us. Our clients’
funds are held on a segregated account and ONLY used for binary options trading on Ayrex platform. All ﬁnancial transactions are protected by SSL.
Our platform is managed by a group of professionals who possess substantial
experience in ﬁnancial markets. We can guarantee clear and fair ﬁnancial transactions when it comes to trading or depositing and withdrawing your funds. All
the personal data we collect, as well as the information about our client’s ﬁnancial transactions is considered conﬁdential and is securely protected.
Trading with Ayrex is safe and easy. You don’t need to install any soﬅware to
trade. You can gain access to the platform and your account through any web
browser from all over the world.
All of these makes Ayrex Platform a great tool for investing your funds.
This manual is designed to help you understand how the platform works and
guides you through every step from registering your Ayrex account to withdrawing your funds. It also contains important rules on the registration process and
requirements about documents you will need to submit. We advise you to read
those closely to make your future trading easy and enjoyable.
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Registration Process
To register an account click “Log In” button on the upper right corner of Ayrex website (www.ayrex.com). In the pop up window, choose Registration tab and ﬁll in your information. All
the ﬁelds are mandatory. If you wish to open an Islamic account just check “I want to open an
Islamic account” box below the Gender ﬁeld. Accept our Terms and Conditions and click
“Open Account” button:

Shortly aﬅer this you will receive an email with a conﬁrmation link. Follow the link to conﬁrm
your email address. Aﬅer that you will be redirected to your Personal Ayrex Account.
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Making Your ﬁrst Deposit
In order to start trading you need to deposit your personal account with at least 5 USD/EUR.
Ayrex oﬀers various deposit methods you can choose from. Go to the leﬅ side menu, click
“Deposit” and choose one of the payment options available.

Aﬅer you've chosen one of the options (we used Neteller as an example), ﬁll in all the
required ﬁelds and choose your bonus amount if applicable.
If you don't wish to claim the bonus, just ‘disable’ it on the upper right corner.
Click “Deposit” button.

Aﬅer that is done, we will ask you to conﬁrm the information. Carefully check the amounts
and hit the Conﬁrm button.
You will then be forwarded to the intermediary website to ﬁnalize the transaction. Enter you
payment service credentials and conﬁrm the transaction.
Aﬅer transaction is completed, the funds will be instantly deposited to your Ayrex account.
Keep in mind that AYREX will pay all the transaction fees when you deposit.
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To make a deposit with Indonesian local banks, go to “Make a deposit” section of your Ayrex
account and choose Mandiri/BCA option. In the Deposit Amount box type in the amount of
money you would like to deposit in IDR. It will be automatically converted to US dollars. Your
name is ﬁlled in automatically and you cannot change it. Please make sure that your Ayrex
account name matches the names stated in your personal ID and your bank account. Click
the“Deposit” button.

You will then be redirected to “Deposit Conﬁrmation” section, where you will need to conﬁrm
the information you’ve entered. Please, check the information carefully and press “Conﬁrm”
button.
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Aﬅer you’ve conﬁrmed the data, we will provide you with our bank details. Use them to make
the deposit in your local bank branch/via internet banking. The same information will be sent
to the email address you provided upon registration.

Please mind, that if we do not receive the stated amount of money within three working
days, your deposit request will be cancelled automatically.
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Veriﬁcation Process
Aﬅer you’ve made your ﬁrst deposit we will ask you to verify your identity. It is done in order
to comply with international ﬁnancial regulations and policies.
Here you will need to provide us with photos (NOT scanned versions) of a number of documents. Be advised that withdrawal transaction is only possible if your identity is veriﬁed. To
upload the documents go to the leﬅ side menu and choose “Documents” section.

You will need to provide us with your personal identiﬁcation and proof of your residential
address. Requirements for each document are displayed on the right. Please follow them
carefully. Aﬅer you’ve attached both documents click “Upload” button.
Once you’ve uploaded all the documents, you can start trading.
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Choosing an Asset
An asset is a ﬁnancial tool for which a ﬁxed-term contract can be set.
List of the available assets is located on the right hand side of the platform interface. To
choose a certain asset just click on the corresponding line:

Ayrex oﬀers various assets to choose from including currency pairs, commodities and indices.
Currency Pairs

This is the most popular type of
an asset. Trading currencies on
binary options is a lot easier
than doing it on Forex, because
the risks are minimized and the
outcome is more predictable.
EURUSD is the most popular
pair to trade and is good for
those who are new to trading.
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Commodities

Commodities are all the goods
which are traded on stock
markets and their price is
determined by global supply and
demand. The most popular
commodities are Precious
Metals and Oil.

Indices

Indices are aggregated ﬁnancial
instruments which consist of
groups of diﬀerent shares and
their price is calculated with a
certain formula. Every stock
exchange has its indices, prices
on which are determined by
average value of all the shares
of the companies included in the
index.
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Choosing type of option
AYREX oﬀers its clients many possibilities for Binary Options Trading. Every Option type has
its own features and advantages. Depending on the needs and preferences every trader can
ﬁnd something new and interesting.
To choose an option type simply click on one of the tabs on the right side of the platform:

Ayrex oﬀers various assets to choose from including currency pairs, commodities and indices.
High-Low Options
This is a classic type of Binary Options and the most popular. A
trader has an opportunity to proﬁt when the market price rises or
falls down. For that you need to make a correct prediction whether
price is going to be higher or lower than the one at the opening.

AYREX Oﬀers Early Closure feature for High/Low. If
you wish to exit a certain trade prior to its expiration
time, you can click “Close now” button and the current
outcome will be added your account balance.
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Short-Term Options
Short-Term Options are based on High/Low but have lower expiry
times. One of the beneﬁts of this option is high proﬁtability During
the period of strong market ﬂuctuations, short-term trading gains
special meaning. The stakes are high, but there is a possibility of a
high proﬁt.
AYREX oﬀers following expiration time options for short-term binary
options: 30 second options, 1, 2, 3 and 5 minute Options. To choose
desired expiration time, click on one of the tabs above Call and Put
buttons.
One Touch Options
Or Touch/No Touch Options - This is a type of an option where the
trader is predicting whether an asset’s price reaches or does not
reach so called “target price” which is set before the investment is
made. If you hit “touch” and the target price is reached - the payout
is deposited to your account.
Instead of the regular Call and Put Buttons there are four, as there
are four possible options to invest in. For example, if you choose
“Below” and “Touch” at the same time, it would mean that you think
that the price will Touch the line below the target price. If you choose
“Not touch” it would mean that you are predicting that the price will
not reach the line.

Early Closure feature is also available here: if you like the current outcome you can hit “Close now”
button and the funds will be added to your account balance.
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Returns
Every Option has predetermined return rate which makes you possible proﬁts clear. Each
type of an option has three possible outcomes:
In the money - It is an option that was closed with a proﬁt.
For example: A trader invests 100 USD in Gold. Return rate is 80% and the
option was closed In-the-money. As a result, 180USD will be deposited to the
trader’s account (Trader’s initial investment - 100USD + 80USD proﬁt)

For High/Low and Short Term Options: Call option is in-the-money if the asset price is above
the target price. A Put option is in-the-money if the asset price is below the target price
One Touch Option closes in-the-money if the market price reaches the target price before
the expiration time (Touch Option) or does not (No Touch Option)
At the money - It is an option with a target price that is equal to the current market price
of the underlying asset.
High/Low and Short-Term closes at-the-money if the market price is the same as the target
price at the closure.
One Touch Option cannot close at-the-money.
Out of the money - It is an option that was not closed with a proﬁt.
For High/Low and Short-Term options: A call option is out-of-the-money if the asset price is
below its target price. A put option is out-of-the-money if the asset price is above its target
price.
One Touch closes out of the money if market price did not reach target price before the
expiration time (Touch Option), or did (No Touch Option).

Return Rate and Quotes
Return rate for each asset is calculated by the platform automatically depending on the state
of the market.
All the Quotes which a client sees in the platform are calculated with the following formula:
(bid+ask)/2
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How to request a withdrawal?
To perform a withdrawal go to the leﬅ side menu, click "Withdraw" and choose one of the
withdrawal options available. Keep in mind, that according to Ayrex policies, you can only
withdraw funds by the same payment service they were deposited with. In case various
payment systems were used, the withdrawal will be performed on a proportional basis.
Aﬅer you've chosen one of the options (we used Neteller as an example), enter amount you
wish to withdraw and choose your withdrawal currency. Click “Conﬁrm”.

Aﬅer that is done, we will ask you to conﬁrm the information. Carefully check the amount and
hit the “Conﬁrm” button.
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You will then be notiﬁed that your request is pending. Please note, that in order to ﬁnalize the
transaction we are obliged to perform a number of actions that are compliant with international AML policies. Therefore, the process may take up to three working days. (More information about the withdrawal process is available in our FAQ section). Once your transaction
is approved you will be notiﬁed via email and through Notiﬁcation centre in your personal
account.
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History Feature
At Ayrex you can access your trading log easily. Just go to History tab and ﬁnd your past
deals displayed right under the chart:
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Contact us
Our address:
Oﬃce 590, Suite 5 Horsfords Business Centre, Long Point Road, Charlestown, Nevis, St. Kitts
and Nevis.
You can also reach us by phone:
+44 20 86291001
Or contact our Customer Support by chat or email to support@ayrex.com
Customer support operation hours: Mon - Fri, 0:00 - 24:00 (EEST)
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